Gold Wing Road Riders Association
Light Show Judging Competition
Judges Score Sheet

Name               Bike #                 State / Chap        Class

SCORING:

A. Continuity……………… 1 – 10 points…..
B. Pattern………………….. 1 – 10 points…..
C. Appearance……………. 1 – 10 points…..
D. Creativity……………….. 1 – 10 points…..
E. Safety Score………………
   (transfer from Courtesy Inspection Form)

Deduct: 1 point for each non-operating or burned out lights………..

Total Score…..

Note: For judges……...start at 5 points and add or subtract from there.
Gold Wing Road Riders Association
Light Show Judging Competition

Class I  Non-Moving Lights: Bikes Only – Any two-wheeled motorcycle with “non-moving lights”. Any quantity of lights can be affixed to the motorcycle or the rider (safely).

Class II  Non-Moving Lights: Bikes with trailers, sidecars and/or trikes with “non-moving lights”. Any quantity of lights can be affixed to the unit or the rider (safely).

Class III Moving Lights: Any combination of Bike, sidecar, trike with or without trailer with “moving lights”. Any quantity of lights can be affixed to the unit or the rider (safely).